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1. Introduction

Photopolymers are attractive recording materials for different holographic applications such as image holography, holographic memories, diffractive optical elements, or holographic interferometry (Hariharan (1996)). They differ from traditionally used silver-halide emulsions or dichromated gelatin (Bjelkhagen (1996)) in their self-developing characteristics. A hologram in a photopolymer is formed already during exposure of the interference field and no additional wet developing process is needed. The first photopolymer recording media were prepared by Close et al. (1969). Since then, numerous systems have been examined but only a small number become suitable for holographic applications. Companies such as DuPont, InPhase, or Polygrama produce commercial photopolymer systems. However, the exact chemical composition is not known and is proprietary. This fact complicates both experimental and theoretical studies of recording processes which is necessary for understanding of behavior of the recording material. Next to the commercial systems, photopolymers can be also prepared in a laboratory. Its chemical composition is known and can be modified, if we need to study the response on material components. This makes the laboratory prepared photopolymers interesting for the research even if their sensitivity, resolution, refractive index change, or stability are often lower in comparison with commercial systems.

In our holographic laboratory, we prepare, test, and apply different types of recording media. If we use traditional recording materials, we often get on their limits. For example, a thick layer of silver-halide emulsion is difficult to fabricate and process. But only gratings formed in thick layers have high angular selectivity and diffraction efficiency which is required for high capacity holographic recording media. Photopolymers can be prepared in thicknesses ranging from 10-1000 µm. They are also much more convenient for holographic interferometry due to their self-developing ability. However, recording mechanisms running during holographic exposure are still not fully understood and so they can not be effectively used. For our experimental study on photopolymers, the acrylamide-based material was chosen for the following reasons. It is composed of available chemicals, it can be prepared in our laboratory and its composition can be easily modified to produce samples for different tests. The used photopolymer system with acrylamide monomer, triethanol amine initiator,
and polyvinyl alcohol binder was described in the late 1980s by Calixto (1987). Martin et al. (1994) optimized the composition for recording in the green region of the visible spectrum by the addition of a xanthene dye. Acrylic acid as the second co-monomer was introduced into the recording system by Xia et al. (2002). The characteristics of the acrylamide-based photopolymer have been already studied by several authors: Babeva et al. (2008); Martin et al. (1997); Naydenova et al. (2004); Neipp et al. (2003), etc. Within our research on the acrylamide-based recording material, we have modified its chemical composition to obtain more sensitive recording material with higher final value of the refractive index modulation in comparison with other acrylamide-based photopolymers. We have also extended the standard real-time measurement method. Next to the real-time measurement of a growth of the first harmonic grating, we have simultaneously measured a growth of the second harmonic grating that gives a better idea about the non-linear recording process. Some of the results have been already published (Květoň et al. 2007; 2008).

Next to the experimental works, theoretical models of polymer recording have been developed. Zhao & Mouroulis (1994) proposed one dimensional diffusion model. The model assumes that a growing polymer chain is located at its place of origin. The diffusion equation, which describes polymerization and diffusion processes of monomers, was solved and the model predicts failure of the reciprocity law for intensity and time and the low spatial frequency cut-off. Colvin et al. (1997); Kwon et al. (1999) revised the model and specified more exactly process of the linear radical chain polymerization. With the basic diffusion model, the high spatial frequency cut-off is not possible to explain. Therefore, a non-local response function was introduced to the diffusion equation by Sheridan & Lawrence (2000). The extended model assumes that a polymer chain grows away from its place of initiation and so its size limits the resolution of the recording medium. The non-local polymerization driven diffusion model has been continuously improved, additional processes running during the holographic exposure have been included. A detail review of the non-local modelling was elaborated by Gleeson & Sheridan (2009). Our contribution to the topic of polymer recording is the immobilization-diffusion theory (ID-theory). The theory is based on the fact that also a growing polymer can move and its mobility successively decreases with its polymerization degree (Havránek & Květoň 2008; Havránek et al. 2007).

Having in mind the goal of the paper, i.e. to explain the process of polymer recording and present our experimental findings obtained with acrylamide-based photopolymer, the paper is organized as follows. The theory of polymer recording is introduced in section 2. The recording process is explained with the ID-theory and the basic simulations are presented. In section 3, the chemical composition of the acrylamide-based photopolymer and its preparation procedure is described. The principles of the characterization method, our setup, and processing of measured data are given in section 4. In the following section 5, our main experimental findings are presented. The material response depends on both exposure conditions and chemical compositions. Hence, an influence of different parameters is shown and discussed. Also the measurements of non-linearities, which form during the recording process, are studied. Finally, the paper is concluded.

2. Theory of polymer recording

The process of a diffraction grating record is complex and involves several mechanisms such as absorption of light, polymerization, and diffusion. Monomer and initiator are the most important components of the photopolymer recording material. The material is sensitive to a particular wavelength of light. If the material is exposed with the interference field,
absorption of light occurs and the polymerization reaction of monomer molecules is initiated. The polymerization rate alternates according to the intensity of illumination and so does the concentration of monomers. In intensity maxima, the amount of polymers rapidly increases and additional monomers flow from surroundings to homogenize the monomer concentration gradient. The mobility of a long polymer chain is very low in comparison with a monomer. Therefore polymers remain at their place of origin where their concentration increases and hence does the refractive index. The recording process is irreversible and a permanent refractive index grating is formed. In Fig. 1, the recording process is illustrated.

![Fig. 1. Record of the harmonic interference field in a photopolymer material.](image)

The briefly described recording process will be further formulated with our ID-theory and some basic simulations of the theoretical model will be presented.

2.1 Immobilization-diffusion theory

The main idea of the new theory, which we denoted immobilization-diffusion theory, is the fact that the mobility of polymer chains decreases as they grow. The mobility of dimers, trimers and other short oligomers is comparable with that of monomers whereas the mobility of polymer chains with higher polymerization degree (number of monomer units of which the polymer is composed) is negligible. The standard diffusion theories neglect the mobility of short oligomers and suppose that the position of a polymer is fixed from the very beginning of its growth. The typical S-shape form of the measured refractive index modulation grow-curves is in contradiction with this simplified assumption. The ID-theory has been created to explain the S-shape of the measured grow-curves. The ideas of the ID-theory will be described at first for one isolated polymer chain and then it will be extended to the real situation when polymers start to grow with some space and time distribution.

2.1.1 Single polymer case

Schematic view of the recording medium with the coordinate system used in further calculations is given in Fig. 2. The number of monomers in a unit volume of the medium is denoted as the monomer concentration \( C_m = C_m(x, y, z) \). Only the \( x \)-direction dependence \( C_m = C_m(x) \) is supposed in the forthcoming calculations. Neglecting the finite dimensions of the exposed film in \( z \)-direction leading to ignoring the \( z \)-dependence of \( C_m \) is not a crude approximation. But the dependence of \( C_m \) on the \( y \)-coordinate may be important as the thickness of the film (>10 \( \mu \)m) is substantially larger than monomer dimensions and the illumination profile may be changed substantially along the \( y \)-coordinate. In more refine calculations, the dependence of \( C_m \) on \( y \) probably cannot be neglected.

Now, we shall study how moves the polymer that starts to grow at the plane \( x = 0 \). The probabilities to move in \( +x \) and \( -x \) directions are the same and so, as the mobility of a polymer decreases with increasing polymerization degree \( k \), the polymer moves closer and closer to the plain \( x = 0 \) at which it starts to grow. The start of the polymerization process
means that two monomers join and then other monomers join the developing polymer chain. Polymer chain with low number of monomers is called oligomeric chain or oligomer. Mobility of the oligomer decreases with increasing number of joined monomers and it concentrates near the plane \(x = 0\). So the homogeneity of the monomer concentration \(C_m\) in the film is disrupted and the modulation of it occurs.

The polymer grows as the monomer units join it. In the intervals \(\Delta t_k\), monomers are added to the growing polymer chain, \(k\) is the polymerization degree. The polymer loses its mobility with increasing \(k\); its probable deviation (actual value of this deviation for quadrimer \(k = 4\) is denoted \(\Delta x_4\) in Fig. 2) from the initial position \((x = 0)\) decreases. We assume that

\[
\Delta x_k = \frac{\Delta x_1}{k^m}, \quad k = 1, 2, 3 \cdots
\]  

(1)

Exponent \(m\) describes the rate of decrease and so the polymer immobilization. The exponent \(m\) has values between 0.5 and 1 if viscous random motion of a linear polymer is supposed. Higher values of \(m\) are obtained if some branching or cross-linking occurs. The probable deviation \(\Delta x_1 = \Delta l_0 / 3\) where \(\Delta l_0\) is the mean distance which a monomer molecule must undergo to reach another molecule at the beginning of the polymerization process. The factor \(1/3\) is due to the fact that deviations only in the \(x\)-direction are concerned. During the polymerization process, the mean distance

\[
\Delta l_k = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2S C_{m,k}}}
\]  

(2)

increases as the monomer concentration after \(k\) steps \(C_{m,k}\) decreases as monomers are consumed by the polymer. The equation (2) is set in analogy to the derivation of the mean free path of molecules in the kinetic theory of gasses (see e.g. Reif (1965)). \(S\) is the effective cross-section of the radical through which the polymerization proceeds. The mean distance \(\Delta l\) increases as monomers are consumed by the polymer.

The next important point of the theory is that the deviation \(\Delta x_k\) is identified with the probable deviation \(\delta_k\) of the Gaussian distribution function (e.g. Reif (1965));

\[
|\Delta x_k| = \delta_k = \frac{2}{3} \sigma.
\]  

(3)

Thus the probability \(p_k(x)\) to meet the polymer of polymerization degree \(k\) at the distance \(|x|\) from the plane \(x = 0\) can be expressed as

\[
p_k(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma}} \exp \left( -\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) = \frac{2k^m}{\sqrt{2\pi\Delta l_0}} \exp \left( -\frac{2k^2m x^2}{\Delta l_0^2} \right),
\]  

(4)
where the mean free path of a monomer molecule $\Delta l_0$ was introduced in the second equation. The density $C_{p,k}$ of monomers incorporated in the growing polymer is obtained if the probability $p_k$ is multiplied with the polymerization degree $k$;

$$C_{p,k}(x) = kp_k(x) = \frac{\sqrt{2k^{m+1}}}{\sqrt{\pi}\Delta l_0} \exp\left(-\frac{2k^m x^2}{\Delta l_0^2}\right). \quad (5)$$

The drift of the polymer density towards the plane $x = 0$ with an increasing polymerization degree $k$ is demonstrated in Fig. 3 for three values of $k$ and three values of the exponent $m$. The stabilization of polymers in the vicinity of $x = 0$, where they have started to grow, is evident. The rate of stabilization increases with increasing $m$.

Fig. 3. Stabilization of the polymer near its initial position for three values of immobilization exponent $m$.

Now we shall study the time dependence of the process. As the free path $\Delta l_k$ increases with increasing step $k$ (see Eq. (2)) also the time interval $\Delta t_k$ between two subsequent addings of monomers increases. If the time interval at initial concentration of free monomer is $\Delta t_0$, the interval after $k$ steps is

$$\Delta t_k = \Delta t_0 \frac{P_0}{P_0 - k}. \quad (6)$$

where $P_0$ is the total number of monomers in the area from which monomers arrive to our selected single polymer. The total time from the start of polymerization to the $k$ step of it is the sum of the intervals given by Eq. (6);

$$t_k = \Delta t_0 \sum_{j=1}^{k} \frac{P_0}{P_0 - j}. \quad (7)$$

If we plot the density of polymers for $x = 0$, i.e. $C_{p,k}(0)$, against $t_k$ we obtain the typical S-shaped grow-curve. Such a curve is given in Fig. 4 for $P_0 = 100$ and $m = 1$. The dots in the graph represent the individual $k$ steps. The $t_k$ axis is given in units $\Delta t_0$. The intervals between dots are the $\Delta t_k$ values and they increase with increasing $k$ in accordance with Eq. (6). In this simplified model, the S-shape of the grow-curve may be well explained. At the beginning of the polymerization process (small $k$ values), the immobilization of oligomers prevails and the slope of the grow-curve rises. At the end of the process, nearly all
the monomers are consumed, the $\Delta t_k$ intervals dramatically grow and the slope of the curve approaches zero value. Somewhere between, the two processes compensate and the grow-curve has its inflexion point.

### 2.1.2 Continuous spatial and time distribution of the growing polymers

The number of polymers, which start growing in the place of coordinate $x = u$ at time $t = T$, is introduced by the initiation rate $R_i$. It is assumed that $R_i$ can be expressed as

$$R_i(u, T) = A I(u) C_m(T),$$

where $A$ is a constant characterizing the efficiency of initiation, $I(u)$ defines the intensity of illumination and $C_m(T)$ is the concentration of monomer units at time $T$. We use this relation to include the effect that monomers are exhausted at later times of the exposure. The concentration of free monomers decreases according to the exponential law which can be expressed as

$$C_m(T) = C_{m0} \exp\left(-\frac{T}{\tau}\right),$$

where $\tau$ is the relaxation time, $C_m(T)$ is the actual and $C_{m0}$ the initial density of free monomers. It is assumed that the concentration of monomers decreases homogeneously (concentration gradient does not arise) due to a high mobility of monomers and short diffusion distances in the recording medium. Next, we introduce the actual degree of conversion

$$d = \frac{C_{m0} - C_m(T)}{C_{m0}}.$$ (10)

The degree of conversion $d$ is the ratio of monomers remaining free at time $T$ to the initial number of monomers. The degree of conversion $d$ corresponds in the continuous case to the polymerization step $k$ of the single polymer case. Only the reduction to the number $P_0$ from Eq. (6) in the single polymer case must be done. Then we obtain for the time dependences of $d$ and reduced $k$ the expressions

$$k' = \frac{k}{P_0} = d(T) = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{T}{\tau}\right).$$ (11)
The spatial and time density of monomers incorporated in growing polymers $C_p(x, t)$ may now be expressed as

$$C_p(x, t) = \int_0^t \int_{-\infty}^\infty k'(T) R_i(T, u)p \left(k'(T), x - u\right) du dT. \quad (12)$$

The relaxation time $\tau$ and distribution of the harmonic interference field $I(u)$ are given with the expressions

$$\tau = \frac{1}{mp\sqrt{I_0}} \quad \text{and} \quad I(u) = I_0 \left(1 + V \cos \left(\frac{2\pi}{\Lambda} u\right)\right). \quad (13)$$

$m$ is the immobilization coefficient, $p$ is a coefficient that associates initiation, polymerization, and termination rate constants, $I_0$ is the overall intensity, $V$ is the visibility or contrast of the interference fringes and $\Lambda$ is the period of the interference field. If we introduce the relaxation time $\tau$ and the intensity distribution $I(u)$ in Eq. (12) and assume that the polymer density $C_p(x, t)$ is proportional to the distribution of the refractive index, we obtain after evaluation of the first harmonic amplitude the refractive index modulation

$$n_1(t) \propto \exp\left(-2m\sqrt{I_0}t\right) \left(1 - \exp\left(m\sqrt{I_0}t\right)\right)^2. \quad (14)$$

The proportionality constant depends especially on the initial concentration of monomers, the visibility and the intensity of light. For more details see (Havránek et al. (2007; 2008)).

### 2.1.3 Results of model calculations

The time dependence of the refractive index modulation $n_1(t)$, which describes the grating formation process, is named the grow-curve. The theoretical forms of the grow curves predicted by Eq. (14) are given in Fig. 5. The refractive index modulation at first rises with an increasing grow rate, goes through an inflexion point and with a decreasing grow rate, it achieves its maximum value at which all the monomers are consumed by polymers. The rate of this process depends on the immobilization parameter $m$ and also on the intensity of illumination $I_0$ and visibility $V$.

The dependence of grow-curves on exponent $m$ is illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) where the calculated reduced curves for three different values of the immobilization parameter $m$ are given. It can be seen, that with increasing $m$, the curves become more abrupt and their points of inflexion occur at lower reduced time values. The grow-curves corresponding to higher values of $m$ indicate that some faster mechanism of polymer growth, such as branching or network formation, probably occurs. The ID-theory prediction of the intensity dependence of grow-curves is given in Fig. 5 (b). Four curves, which mutual relative intensity differs ten times, are illustrated. The rate of growth increases with an increasing intensity of illumination and an earlier saturation occurs. Presented curves are normalized for a better comparison of the form of grow-curves with different exposure intensities. These curves correspond also with the results which were obtained with simulations of the diffusion model at different recording intensities.

The ID-theory coming out from very natural assumptions is able to explain the experimentally observed S-type form of the grow-curves. The predicted intensity dependence of theoretically obtained curves fits well with main features of experimentally observed curves. Branching or cross-linking during the polymerization process is introduced through the immobilization exponent $m$. The presented form of the theory is an elementary version with many approximations and simplifications. A dependence of the refractive index modulation on the...
spatial period $\Lambda$ and a formation of higher harmonics are not considered. A refinement of the theory will be possible after thorough analyzes of experimental results. Preliminary results will be shown and discussed further.

3. Recording material

For the measurements, the laboratory prepared acrylamide based photopolymer recording material is used. It is composed of acrylic monomers, polyvinyl alcohol binder, initiator and sensitizing dye. The prepared dry layers are typically 80 $\mu$m thick and are deposited on glass plates. The absorption maximum of the material is at a 537 nm wavelength (green light), its optimal exposure dose ranges from 20 to 40 mJ/cm$^2$, and the diffraction efficiency of a formed grating (volume phase transmission grating) reaches almost 100%.

The chemical composition is based on the formula introduced by Martin et al. (1994). Within our experimental studies, concentrations of components and thickness of the material have been varied to obtain the optimal response for our experimental applications. All used chemicals are commercially available and they have been used without previous purification. The material is composed of the binder – polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), solid monomer – acrylamide (AA), liquid monomer – acrylic acid (AAC), crosslinker – N,N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide (BAA), initiator – triethanolamine (TEA), and sensitizing dye – erythrosine B (EB).

The chemical composition of the recording material, which is typically used for the measurements, is described in Tab. 1. The Solution I is prepared at first. PVA is dissolved in demineralized water and then 17% water solution of PVA is produced. A normal white light room illumination can be used as PVA is not sensitive to a visible light. Then the Solution II is prepared. Components from the list (except Solution I) are put together and mixed well at first. It takes some time to dissolve the crosslinker. To this mixture, the appropriate amount of Solution I is added and mixed again. The viscous solution contains many air bubbles which might degrade the optical quality of the layer. Hence the solution is evacuated to release all unwanted bubbles. Red safe light must be used during the preparation procedure of the Solution II to avoid initiation of the polymerization reaction and thus a damage of the material.

Fig. 5. The normalized grow-curves for different values of the immobilization exponent $m$ and recording intensity $I_0$. Time and intensity are given in relative units.

The prepared solution is poured over a levelled glass plate, spread with a stick or other coating tool and gravity settled. The amount of the solution is a function of the desired thickness of the sensitive layer. For example, if we want to obtain a $80 \mu m$ dry layer, we are to take $0.04 \text{ cm}^3$ of the solution on each $1 \text{ cm}^2$ of a glass plate. After the deposition, the layer is dried in dark under normal laboratory conditions (temperature $22^{\circ}C$ and $40\%$ relative humidity) for about 24 hours. The dry layer of the recording material is not in the solid state but it can be characterized as a tough gel permeable for small molecules such as monomers. As the monomer concentration is relatively high, precipitation of it on the surface of the layer may occur during storage and so the material becomes unusable for the measurements. The precipitation can be avoided, if a thin cover glass is attached on the layer with a cyanoacrylate glue just after drying. Another way is covering the surface with a clear lacquer.

4. Measuring method and experimental setup

The material is tested with the continuous measurement of the diffraction efficiency of a forming grating during holographic exposure. Martin et al. (1997); Moreau et al. (2002); Rhee et al. (1995), and others have been already used methods with the similar principle. Usually, only the time measurements of the diffraction efficiency were obtained that is not sufficient for a material characterization. The diffraction efficiency is a parameter describing the quality of a diffraction grating, but the recording material is better characterized with the refractive index modulation. Refractive index is more closely connected with the chemical composition of a recording material and its changes can be used for describing the processes running within the recording material.

A quantity of the refractive index modulation is determined from the measurement of the diffraction efficiency with Eq. (18) derived in the coupled wave theory (Kogelnik (1969)). The efficiency is measured with a wavelength which is different from the recording one. It is chosen from the non-absorbing band of the recording material and so the measurement does not influence the recording process. As the recording process can be non-linear and higher harmonics can arise, the detection method has been recently extended to the measurement of the diffraction efficiency of the second harmonic grating. Both efficiencies are measured at once and the amplitudes of refractive index gratings are determined.

In Fig. 6, a schema of the setup, which enables recording of the diffraction grating and measurement of its diffraction efficiency, is given. The beam from the recording laser is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution I</th>
<th>5 g</th>
<th>30 cm$^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polyvinyl alcohol ($M_w = 89000 - 98000$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution II</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triethanolamine</td>
<td>4.2 cm$^3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>2.8 cm$^3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erythrosine B (2,5 × 10$^{-3}$ M water sol.)</td>
<td>2.2 cm$^3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrylamide</td>
<td>1.9 g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N,N'$-methylene-bis-acrylamide</td>
<td>0.22 g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrylic acid</td>
<td>1.84 cm$^3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution I</td>
<td>20 cm$^3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Typical chemical composition of the acrylamide-based recording material
expanded, filtered, and collimated through the spatial filter and collimating lens. The formed plane wave is divided into two parts. One half of it comes through the material directly and the second half is reflected by the mirror. Both then overlap and form the harmonic interference field which is finally recorded. The recording material is placed symmetrically into the interference field which is perpendicular to the surface of the recording material where a volume phase transmission grating is formed.

Fig. 6. A schema of the experimental setup. Legend: L - recording laser (532 nm), SF - spatial filter, Le - collimating lens, M - plane mirror, RM - recording material, LD1, LD2 - laser diodes (656 nm), D1, D2, D3 - photo-detectors.

A narrow beam of the detection laser diode (LD1), which wavelength is out of the absorption band, is incident at the Bragg angle $\theta_{B1}$ on the recording material. When the beam is passing through the grating, a diffracted beam is generated. The power of the beam is continuously measured with the detector (D1). The second harmonic grating is detected with the laser diode (LD2) which is adjusted at the Bragg angle $\theta_{B2}$ of the second harmonic grating. The power of the diffracted beam is detected with the detector (D2). The exposure and the measurements proceed simultaneously.

The interference field is unslanted in the recording medium. The period of the interference field $\Lambda$ is given by the expression

$$\Lambda = \frac{\lambda}{2 \sin \frac{\theta}{2}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of recording light and $\theta$ is the angle between incident waves (in the air). The first harmonic grating has the same spatial period as the interference field and the period of the second harmonic grating is $\Lambda/2$.

The volume phase transmission grating is very selective with respect to the reconstruction angle. The maximum diffraction efficiency is obtained at the Bragg angle. Bragg angles can be evaluated from Eq. (15) where the reconstruction wavelength $\lambda_r$, period of the first harmonic grating $\Lambda$ and period of the second harmonic grating $\Lambda/2$ are substituted;

$$\theta_{B1} = \sin \frac{\lambda_r}{2 \Lambda} \quad \text{and} \quad \theta_{B2} = \sin \frac{\lambda_r}{\Lambda}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The diffraction efficiency is a ratio of the diffracted power to the incident power. It can be evaluated from the real-time measurement of power $P_{d1}(t)$, power $P_{d2}(t)$, of the diffracted beam, respectively and power $P_{i1}, P_{i2}$ of the incident beam, respectively.

$$\eta_1(t) = \frac{P_{d1}(t)}{P_{i1}} \quad \text{and} \quad \eta_2(t) = \frac{P_{d2}(t)}{P_{i2}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)
First harmonic grating

The efficiency $\eta_1$ and the refractive index modulation $n_1$ relate through the equation derived in the coupled wave theory.

$$
\eta_1 = \sin^2 \left( \frac{\pi n_1 d}{\lambda_r \cos \theta_{B1}} \right), \quad (18)
$$

where $d$ is the thickness of a recording layer, $\lambda_r$ is the reconstruction wavelength and $\theta_{B1}$ is the Bragg angle. The refractive index modulation is evaluated as an inverse function to (18) and hence it is given with the expression

$$
n_1 = \frac{\lambda_r \cos \theta_{B1}}{\pi d} \sin \sqrt{\eta_1}, \quad (19)
$$

for $n_1 \in (0, \lambda_r / (2d) \cos \theta_{B1})$. The function (18) is not a uniquely invertible function and so when the overmodulation occurs, $n_1 \in (\lambda_r / (2d) \cos \theta_{B1}, \lambda_r / d \cos \theta_{B1})$, the refractive index modulation equals

$$
n_1 = \frac{\lambda_r \cos \theta_{B1}}{\pi d} \left( 1 - \sin \sqrt{\eta_1} \right). \quad (20)
$$

Second harmonic grating

The relation between the efficiency $\eta_2$ and the second harmonic amplitude $n_2$ was derived in the extended coupled wave theory (Benlarbi & Solymar (1980a; b)). The analytical solution of the coupled wave equation was revised and used for calculations of the second harmonic grating strength by Zhao & Mouroulis (1995). The equation is given by

$$
\eta_2 = \sin^2 \left[ \frac{\pi d}{\lambda_r \cos \theta_{B2}} \left( n_2 - \frac{n_1^2}{n_0 \sin^2 \theta_{B2}} \right) \right], \quad (21)
$$

where $\theta_{B2}$ is the Bragg angle of the second harmonic grating and $n_0$ is the mean value of the refractive index. The second harmonic amplitude of the refractive index modulation is again evaluated as an inverse function to Eq. (21) and hence it is given with the expression

$$
n_2 = \frac{\lambda_r \cos \theta_{B2}}{\pi d} \sin \sqrt{\eta_2} + \frac{n_1^2}{n_0 \sin^2 \theta_{B2}} \quad (22)
$$

for $n_2 \in (0, \lambda_r / (2d) \cos \theta_{B2} + n_1^2 / (n_0 \sin^2 \theta_{B2}))$. It can be seen, that the value $n_1$ must be known for determination of the second harmonic amplitude $n_2$. Usually, the second harmonic grating is not overmodulated, because the value $n_2$ is relatively small and hence only the unique inversion is assumed.

In the Kogelnik’s coupled wave theory, higher diffraction orders are neglected due to violation of the Bragg condition. In reality, very weak higher diffraction orders may arise even in a thick recording medium. We analyzed possible higher diffraction orders of the first harmonic grating and compared them with diffraction orders of the second harmonic grating. It was found that the diffraction angles, which correspond to higher orders of the first harmonic grating, are completely different from the diffraction angles of the second harmonic grating. Therefore the measurement of the diffraction efficiency of the second harmonic grating is not influenced with the measurement of the first harmonic grating. Both measurements are independent and thus they can be carried out simultaneously.
4.1 Experimental setup
The exposure and detection setup is placed on the optical table which is isolated and
damped from surrounding vibrations (see Fig. 7). For the exposure, the diode-pumped,
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (L), that emits at a 532 nm wavelength, is used (Coherent
model 532-400). The beam from the laser passes through the electronically controlled shutter
(S). The attenuator (A), which reduces power of the beam, is the next optical component. With
the attenuator, the required optical intensity incident on the recording material is adjusted.
The beam then passes through the spatial filter (SF) where it is focused and spatially filtered.
The divergent wave from the filter is collimated with the lens (Le) to form a quasi plane wave.
One half of it is incident directly on the recording material placed in the mount (H) and the
other half is reflected with the mirror which is firmly fasten to the mount. Both waves overlap
and create a harmonic interference field in the place where the sample is located.

Fig. 7. Experimental setup used for the real-time measurements.

The detection part of the setup is composed of laser diodes (LD1, LD2), optical detectors
(D1, D2) and oscilloscope (O). The standard collimated laser diodes at a 656 nm wavelength
and 5 mW output power are used. The power of diffracted and passing beams is detected
with PIN photodiodes. The measured optical power ranges from 0 to 5 mW. The photodiodes
are wired in a reverse bias voltage mode to provide a high linearity. When illuminated, it
generates a current passing through a load resistance on which the voltage is measured with
the oscilloscope. The digital storage oscilloscope is used for the measurement of signals from
photodiodes.
The exposure and measurement is operated with the shutter-control (SC). It operates the
shutter which opens and closes the recording beam and also triggers the oscilloscope
measurement. The acquired data are stored in the memory of the scope and can be transferred
through the serial line to a computer for further processing.
4.2 Measurement and data processing

Before the measurement, exposure parameters such as overall recording intensity, period of the interference field, and exposure time are adjusted. The intensity is accurately set with the attenuator (A). The spatial period of the interference field is adjusted by rotating with mount (H) around its vertical axis. The value of the period is determined from the angle between recording waves with Eq. (15). Finally, the exposure time is set on the shutter-control which operates the exposure and measurement.

Laser diodes must be adjusted at Bragg angles. Firstly, laser diode beams are roughly directed at calculated Bragg angles (Eq. (16)). Secondly, a test sample of the grating is recorded and angles of detection beams are precisely adjusted at maximum diffraction efficiency which is measured with the detector. The measured voltage is linearly proportional to the optical power on the detector; the constant of proportionality has been determined experimentally.

Before the exposure, the sample of the recording material is placed to the mount and fixed with a small clamp against shifting. The size of each sample is typically $2 \times 2$ cm$^2$ and xylene is used as an immersion liquid to prevent reflections on boundaries between the sample and the mount. Other losses caused by Fresnel reflections on boundaries are eliminated during evaluation of the diffraction efficiency. Noise of the recording material and possible higher diffraction orders are negligible.

The shutter-control starts the exposure and measurement. The grating continuously grows up which is measured with detectors in the real-time. The diffraction efficiency is calculated with Eq. (17) from the acquired data. For evaluation of the refractive index modulation (Eq. (19)), the thickness of the sample layer must be known. It is measured with a mechanical profilometer after each exposure. In Fig. 8, an example of measured diffraction efficiency $\eta_1(t)$ and evaluated refractive index modulation $n_1(t)$ of the forming grating are presented. As was already mentioned, the plot of the refractive index modulation on time is the grow-curve.

Fig. 8. Time variations of the diffraction efficiency and refractive index modulation. Exposure parameters: $\Lambda = 700$ nm and $I_1 = I_2 = 1.3$ mW/cm$^2$.

The time resolution of the data measured with the oscilloscope is excellent. The typical curve is composed of 2500 points (see Fig. 8). The noise at low values of the diffraction efficiency is due to the reverse bias mode of the photodiode and also due to the low voltage resolution of the digital oscilloscope. This relatively low noise is even more amplified when the refractive index modulation is evaluated. The main cause of this problem is Eq. (19). If we analyze the
differential of $\Delta n_1$, it can be seen that it depends non-linearly on the differential of $\Delta \eta_1$:

$$\Delta n_1 = \frac{dn}{d\eta_1} \Delta \eta_1 = \frac{\lambda \cos \theta_\beta}{2\pi d} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\eta_1 - \eta_0^2}} \Delta \eta_1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

A small deviation $\Delta \eta_1$ at low values of efficiencies ($\eta_1 \to 0$) is very much amplified and it results in a large deviation of $\Delta n_1$. It complicates the interpretation of beginning parts of the grow-curve; mainly the initiation time of the growth is difficult to find.

The problem with a noise for low signals can be reduced when the measurement is performed twice with the same exposure conditions. At first, the whole measurement is done with the reverse biased photodiode. At second, the photodiode is wired in the unbiased mode and the measurement is performed with a new sample and the same exposure conditions. In this mode, the photodiode has a high sensitivity and a low noise. However, the detection range is limited only to low values of the optical power as the saturation of the photodiode occurs.

The initial part of the curve is now measured very precisely and hence the initiation time can be found. Finally, we replace the measured noise data from the reverse biased mode with the data obtained in the unbiased mode before the saturation of the detector and the whole curve of the refractive index modulation is evaluated without the noise. In Fig. 8, the precisely measured data (data fit) are also presented.

5. Experimental results and findings

Conventional recording materials such as silver-halide emulsions or dichromated gelatin are characterized with measurements of the diffraction efficiency which are obtained after processing. In the optimization procedure, several test gratings must be recorded, processed, and measured to find optimal values of exposure parameters. In photopolymers, the real-time detection method enables to obtain more characteristics at once (the grow-curve). However, the behavior of a photopolymer material is more complicated. The reciprocity law (a relation connecting the optimal value of the exposure energy with exposure time and recording intensity) is not valid and also the performance of the material strongly depends on other parameters such as the spatial period of the interference field or chemical composition of the recording system.

Within our work on this topic, a large number of measurements have been carried out. The detection method and experimental setup have been continuously improved and also the accuracy of the measurements. The selected results, which are here presented, describe our main findings. Some more experimental results have been already published in our recent papers (Kveton et al. (2007; 2008)).

5.1 The grow-curve

The grow-curve describes the process of the diffraction grating formation through the parameter $n_1$. The typical grow-curve is illustrated in Fig. 9 where the formation process is divided into four recording phases:

I – induction period. At the beginning of exposure, a short induction period of the length $t_i$ is observed; no refractive index modulation is detected. In spite of no detectable change of the refractive index, some initiation processes may be running in the recording material.

II – exposure growth. At time $t_i$, the growth of the grating begins. This phase is interrupted at exposure time $t_e$ when the recording laser is switched off. The rate of a grating formation
depends on exposure parameters and a chemical composition of the material. Typically, the formation rate increases in the beginning of this phase. The grow-curve goes through its inflexion point and the formation rate decreases at the end of the exposure phase.

III – post-exposure growth. An additional increase of the refractive index modulation occurs. The growth is not interrupted immediately at $t_e$ even if the exposure is switched off. It runs out successively and saturates as the formation rate decreases to zero. This phase also strongly depends on exposure parameters and a material composition.

IV – final period. In the final period, the refractive index modulation remains stable or it may slowly decrease in time. The decrease is caused by degradation processes and its rate depends on the value of $n_1$ and chemical composition of the material. In fact, the degradation process may already be running from the beginning of the grating growth, but it is observed only at later exposure times when the grow rate decreases.

The phases of the grow-curve have been analyzed further in a more detail. They depend on both the exposure conditions and chemical composition.

![Phases of the grow-curve](image)

Fig. 9. Phases of the grow-curve. I – induction period, II – exposure growth, III – post-exposure growth, IV – final period.

Volume phase transmission gratings with the diffraction efficiency close to 1 are produced in the recording material given in Tab. 1. This efficiency corresponds to the value of $n_1$ of the order $10^{-3}$ ($n_{1\text{max}} = 4 \times 10^{-3}$). However, the maximum value is strongly dependent on exposure conditions and chemical composition, already mentioned above. Also the laboratory conditions, which occur during the preparation procedure and measurements (e.g. humidity, temperature), influence the performance of the material (grow rate, $n_{1\text{max}}$). So if we compare measurements at different exposure conditions, they have been performed on samples of the recording material prepared at the same laboratory conditions to avoid misinterpretations.

The optimal exposure energy is a parameter of a special interest in recording materials. It is defined as the amount of radiation received by a surface per unit area and it is calculated as a product of the incident intensity and time. Waves can be incident at angles different from the normal to the surface and so cosine factors must be considered. The interference field is formed by two waves of intensities $I_1$ and $I_2$ which are incident at angles $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ and so the exposure energy is

$$E = (I_1 \cos \theta_1 + I_2 \cos \theta_2) t.$$ (24)
In conventional recording materials, the reciprocity law is often assumed

\[ E_{\text{opt}} = I t_e, \]

(25)

where intensities and cosine factors are included in the overall recording intensity termed \( I \). The reciprocity law says that the product of the overall recording intensity \( I \) and the exposure time \( t_e \) has the same efficiency independently on the ratio of \( I \) to \( t_e \). There are some small deviations from the reciprocity law for very low and high intensities even in conventional materials. The deviations from the reciprocity are more prominent in the case of photopolymers. At lower recording intensities, \( E_{\text{opt}} \) is usually lower.

5.2 Influence of exposure parameters

5.2.1 Induction period

The length of the induction period \( t_i \) depends mainly on the recording intensity. In the case of a higher recording intensity, the induction period is shorter than that in the case of a lower intensity, as can be seen in Fig. 10 (a).

In Fig. 10 (b), exposure energy variations of \( n_1 \) are given for the same measurements. A linear relation between the exposure energy and time is given by Eq. (24) where the constant of proportionality is the overall intensity. It can be seen that the dose of the induction exposure energy \( E_i \) is very similar for all recording intensities. The values of \( E_i \) were evaluated also for other spatial periods and recording intensities and the results are summarized in Tab. 2 (the values in brackets).

At the beginning of polymerization, the effect of inhibition with polymerization suppressors is described (Odian (2004)). We assume that the induction period is caused by oxygen as
Intensity $I_1 = I_2$ $t_i$ [s] $(E_i$ [mJ/cm$^2$])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$I_1$ [mW/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$I_2$ [mW/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$t_i$ [s]</th>
<th>$(E_i$ [mJ/cm$^2$])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.70 (1.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.63 (1.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.25 (1.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.22 (1.60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Measured induction times $t_i$ and calculated initiation energies $E_i$ (given in brackets) for different exposure intensities and spatial periods of the recording interference field.

It is present in the recording layer due to the preparation procedure. It reacts preferably with primary radicals and thus inhibits the standard polymerization reaction of monomers. The dose of $E_i$ is the energy which must be delivered to the photopolymer system to consume all molecules of oxygen. Each sample of the recording material contains a similar amount of oxygen and therefore the same dose of $E_i$ applies. After this induction period, the polymerization of monomers normally proceeds and the change of the refractive index is detected. The theoretical models do not include the effect of inhibition and so the grow-curves start to rise from the very beginning.

5.2.2 Exposure growth

After the induction period, the grating starts to grow. At the beginning of this phase, the rate of growth rises up. When the grow-curve reaches its inflexion point, the rate of growth starts to decrease and a saturation of the grow-curve occurs (even if the exposure continues). In the case of a higher recording intensity, a higher recording rate is detected than that in the case of a lower recording intensity (see Fig. 11(a)). The effect of intensity can be theoretically explained by the both diffusion models. The polymerization rate depends on the recording intensity. If a higher recording intensity is applied, the polymerization proceeds at the higher polymerization rate and so the grating growth is faster than that in the case of a lower recording intensity.

![Fig. 11. Comparison of measured grow-curves and calculated E-n$_1$ curves for different recording intensities (λ=2 μm).](image-url)

In Fig. 11(a), the exposures are interrupted at 1, 2.8, and 6.7 s (the times of interruption $t_e$ are marked with appropriate vertical lines). At these times, the exposure energies are similar in all three case, but the values of $n_1$ differ. To show the reciprocity law Eq. (25) failure, we have...
plotted the measured refractive index modulation $n_1$ versus exposure energy $E$. It follows, that a lower recording intensity requires less energy to achieve the same value of $n_1$. So the exposure process is more effective for low recording intensities. It seems better to use longer exposure times at lower intensities to obtain a higher index modulation and hence a more efficient grating. However, the exposure time is a crucial parameter. A fine interference field is not stable enough for long lasting exposures and also some other degradation effects, which will be discussed further, may negatively influence the formation process. The grating growth depends strongly on the spatial period of the interference field. The grow-curves of different spatial periods and the same recording intensities are compared in Fig. 12. In the case of a long period ($\Lambda = 2 \, \mu\text{m}$), the grating grows up rapidly and a high value of the refractive index $n_1$ is reached. On the other hand, a short spatial period ($\Lambda = 0.45 \, \mu\text{m}$) is difficult to record. It is caused by a limited resolution of the acrylamide based material that ranges from 0.5 to 5 $\mu\text{m}$. For spatial periods longer than 2 $\mu\text{m}$, a relief grating is also formed, higher diffraction orders are produced and the detection method becomes inconvenient.

![Fig. 12](image.png)

**Fig. 12.** The grow-curves for different spatial periods of the recording interference field ($I_1 = I_2 = 1.3 \, \text{mW/cm}^2$, $t_e = 2.8 \, \text{s}$).

### 5.2.3 Post-exposure growth

The grating growth continues even if the exposure is interrupted. The post-exposure growth is a part of the grow-curve between the point of interruption $t_e$ and the maximum of the grow-curve. In Fig. 13, the exposures of similar samples have been interrupted at different exposure times (2, 4, and 7 s). The highest value of the post-exposure increase ($\Delta n_1 = 1.4 \times 10^{-4}$) was obtained when the exposure was interrupted at $t_e = 2 \, \text{s}$ (red curve). The magnitude of the post-exposure growth depends on the grow rate of the grating at the interruption time. In the case of a higher grow rate (usually at early stages), the post-exposure growth is larger than that in the case of lower grow rates. To verify this observation, the post-exposure growth was measured for different spatial periods and intensities of the interference field (see Fig. 14). At first, the samples were exposed with the same exposure intensities ($I_1 = I_2 = 3.7 \, \text{mW/cm}^2$, $t_e = 1 \, \text{s}$) but three different spatial periods of the interference field were used. In Fig. 14 (a), it can be seen that the additional increase decreases with shortening of the spatial period. At second, the post-exposure increase for different recording intensities was measured (see Fig. 14 (b)). The spatial period was set to 2 $\mu\text{m}$ and the dose of exposure energy was similar in all three tested samples. The largest additional
The effect of the post-exposure growth is usually explained with the diffusion model. At the interruption time $t_e$, a gradient of monomer concentration is formed in the recording material. After the exposure, radicals recombine very rapidly and so the post-exposure growth is ascribed only to the diffusion of monomers from dark to bright places. This diffusion process continues until the gradient vanishes.

From our complementary measurements (electron paramagnetic resonance) follows that the lifetime of radicals is relatively long. Hence the polymerization process continues even after the exposure until the radicals recombine. It seems more probable that the post-exposure growth is caused by remaining radicals. Our conclusion is also supported with the recent measurements of the diffusion process in acrylamide photopolymers performed by Babeva et al. (2008). It has been found that the diffusion coefficient is much higher than that assumed in previous studies. The diffusion of monomers is very fast and so the magnitude of the concentration gradient is irrelevant. These results are in agreement with the ID-theory where no concentration gradient is supposed.

Fig. 13. Post-exposure growth – the exposure was interrupted at $t_e = 2$, 4, and 7 s ($\Lambda = 0.7 \mu m$ and $I_1 = I_2 = 3.7 \text{mW/cm}^2$).

Fig. 14. Post-exposure growth – influence of spatial periods (a) and recording intensities (b). The increase is observed for the highest recording intensity. A similar behavior was found also for other tested spatial periods.
5.2.4 Final period
The refractive index modulation remains stable or slowly decreases after the exposure. Sometimes, a decrease of \( n_1 \) is observed already during long lasting exposures. A decrease of the refractive index modulation is assigned to the degradation process. The degradation process starts already at the beginning of the formation process but the formation process is much more dominant and therefore, a decrease of \( n_1 \) is not observed. The degradation process shows out at later times when the value of \( n_1 \) is high and the formation rate starts to decrease. In contradiction to the exposure and post-exposure growth, the degradation does not depend much on the recording intensity. A comparison of the degradation processes of gratings recorded with different intensities is given in Fig. 15.

![Degradation process of the diffraction grating (\( \Lambda = 0.7 \mu m \)).](image)

The degradation rate depends on the spatial period of a grating formed, as may be also seen in Fig. 14 (a). The relative decrease of \( n_1 \) is 17% for \( \Lambda = 0.45 \mu m \), 7% for \( \Lambda = 0.7 \mu m \), and 1% for \( \Lambda = 2 \mu m \), 9 s after the interruption of the exposure. The gratings with larger spatial periods are more stable and also their values of the refractive index modulation are higher.

The degradation process is not included in the diffusion model describing formation of the grating in photopolymers; it is assumed that a grating formed is stable due to immobility of polymers. This is not true because the opposite diffusion of polymers occurs due to their concentration gradient. The mobility of polymers is much lower than that of monomers but it should not be automatically neglected. This is taken into account in the ID-theory. In the next section, it will be shown that the polymer mobility can be decreased by addition of a crosslinker and so the stability of the grating is increased.

In the case of DuPont or Polygrama photopolymers, additional processes are involved to fix or even improve characteristics of diffraction gratings formed. The grating is stabilized by the post-exposure with a homogeneous illumination. In the case of acrylamide-based photopolymers, the post-exposure illumination speeds up the degradation effect. Experiments of post-exposure illumination were carried out. The value of the refractive index modulation dropped to its half value after the exposure but the final grating was stable and no additional decrease of \( n_1 \) was observed. This effect is not very clear and more experiments have to be done to clarify it.

5.3 Influence of the chemical composition
Monomers and crosslinker are fundamental for the process of the grating formation. Acrylamide (AA), acrylic acid (AAC), and methylene-bis-acrylamide (BAA) influence the
recording process in different ways. Each molecule differs in polymerization rate, size, structure, or diffusion ability. A high value of the refractive index change is desired and so a high concentration of monomers in the recording layer is necessary. Unfortunately, the crosslinker BAA is very badly soluble in water and hence layers with a high concentration cannot be prepared. A very high concentration of AA produces opaque layers due to its precipitation. Finally, gratings formed in layers composed of only AAC are not stable enough and degrade rapidly in time.

Samples of the recording material with a different composition of monomers were prepared and tested to show the influence of different monomers on the recording process. In each sample of the recording layer, the concentration of C=C double bonds of all monomers was similar. Molecules of AA and AAC include only one double bond, BAA has two double bonds which both may radically polymerize. The concentrations of remaining components were exactly the same in each sample (see optimized material composition in Tab. 1). Contents of monomers in the recording layer are summarized in Tab. 3 and the results of the measurements are given in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16. Grow-curves of materials with different contents of monomers ($I_1 = I_2 = 3.7 \text{ mW/cm}^2$, $\Lambda = 0.7 \text{ mm}$, and $t_e = 6 \text{s}$).

If only AA (cyan line) is present in the layer, the grating forms slowly and a low value of the refractive index modulation $n_1$ is reached. The formed grating is stable and even a slow increase of $n_1$ is observed in the phase IV. Addition of crosslinker (AA+BAA – magenta line) increases the rate of grating growth. A higher value of $n_1$ is obtained but the refractive index modulation slightly decreases after the exposure proceeds.

If only AAC (green line) is added, the grating starts to form early but the rate of grating formation is low. The maximum value of $n_1$ is low and a decrease of $n_1$ can be observed already during the exposure. When the exposure is interrupted, the modulation decreases very quickly to zero and the grating is completely erased. If a small amount of crosslinker is added (AAC+BAA – red line), the rate of the grating formation increases. The length of the induction period is shorter than that in the case of the material with AA+BAA (magenta line). The rate of formation changes from high on the beginning to low at the end of the exposure process. After exposure, a small decrease of $n_1$ is measured.

The grating, which is formed in the recording material with both monomers and crosslinker (AA+AAC+BAA - blue line), starts to grow very early. Its grow rate is high and large value of $n_1$ is reached at time $t_e$. The post-exposure growth can be observed but also the degradation process. The results of all materials are summarized in Tab. 3.
Table 3. Characteristics of recording materials with different compositions of monomers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer</th>
<th>Ratio AA:AAC:BAA</th>
<th>$t_i$ [s]</th>
<th>$n_1 (6\ s) \times 10^{-3}$</th>
<th>$n_1 (30\ s) / n_1 (6\ s)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>100:0:0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA+BAA</td>
<td>95:0:5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>0:100:0</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAC+BAA</td>
<td>0:95:5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA+AAC+BAA</td>
<td>47.5:47.5:5</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was demonstrated that addition of the crosslinker increased the grow rate. This effect has been predicted with the ID-theory. The crosslinker concentration is characterized with the immobilization exponent $m_i$: the exponent increases with an increasing amount of the crosslinker. Branching and networking of polymers occur even when a small amount of the crosslinker is added. Stabilization of the branched polymer is faster and its opposite diffusion is much more difficult.

5.4 Detection of the second harmonic grating

The recording process is non-linear and so higher harmonics are formed even if the recording material is exposed with the harmonic interference field. Next to the first harmonic grating with the same elementary period as the interference field, a second harmonic grating is formed with the half period. The detection method of the second harmonic grating has been introduced in section 4. The first and second harmonic amplitude of the refractive index are plotted together in one figure for a comparison (see Fig. 17). Typically, the first harmonic grating starts to grow first. The second harmonic appears later when the first reaches a specific value. Both amplitudes then continue in growth. The maximum of the first amplitude is reached at a different time (usually much earlier) than that of the second harmonic grating. When the exposure goes on, the first harmonic amplitude $n_1$ may start to decrease due to the degradation process but the growth of the second harmonic continues.

5.4.1 Influence of the spatial period

First and second harmonic amplitudes were measured for different spatial periods of the recording interference field (see Fig. 17). In the case of a short period ($\Lambda = 0.7\ \mu m$), $n_1$ is lower than that for longer periods and values of $n_2$ are almost undetectable. Such a grating has nearly ideal harmonic profile. In the case of longer spatial periods ($\Lambda = 2\ \mu m$), higher values of $n_1$ are obtained but also a relatively high $n_2$ is formed. The recording process is more non-linear.

A lower value of $n_2$ relates to lower resolution of the material at short spatial periods. The period of the second harmonic frequency is two times shorter than that of the first harmonic. So in the case of spatial period 0.7 $\mu m$, the second harmonic period is only 0.35 $\mu m$ which is out of the resolution of the medium and hence the second harmonic grating is not formed.

5.4.2 Influence of the recording intensity

A significant non-harmonic profile is produced when the recording interference field with a large spatial period is applied. The period of the interference field was set to 2 $\mu m$ and measurements with different exposure intensities were carried out. The results are presented in Fig. 18. Dependences of $n_1$ and $n_2$ on the exposure energy $E$ are given for a better comparison of all displayed curves.
The saturation values of \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \), respectively are very similar for all recording intensities. Usually, the exposure is interrupted when \( n_1 \) reaches a sufficiently high value. So we chose a number \( n_1 = 3 \times 10^{-3} \) as the reference value for the examination of non-linearities at different intensities. The quantum of the exposure energy, when the grow-curve reaches the value \( 3 \times 10^{-3} \), is labelled \( E_{n_1} = 3 \times 10^{-3} \). The energy varies for different intensities. At this quantum, \( n_2 \) is evaluated and is given for a comparison in Tab. 4. In the case of lower recording intensities, \( n_1 \) reaches the number \( 3 \times 10^{-3} \) at lower exposure energies and a lower amplitude of the second harmonic grating is formed.

It was also found that the post-exposure growth of the second harmonic amplitude is low. The degradation process occurs similarly as in the case of the first harmonic amplitude, but the value of \( n_2 \) is lower than that of \( n_1 \) and hence a thorough analysis of the post-exposure effects of \( n_2 \) is less significant. In general, the non-linear recording process causes undesirable effects. The formation of the second harmonic grating reduces the concentration of monomers available for the growth of the first harmonic grating. Also higher diffraction orders may arise due to non-linearities (thin gratings). The growth of \( n_2 \) proceeds at later exposure times and so it can be partially eliminated if the exposure is interrupted earlier.
\[ I_1 = I_2 E_{n_1 = 3 \times 10^{-3}} n_2(E_{n_1 = 3 \times 10^{-3}}) \times 10^{-4} n_2 : n_1 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( mW/cm^2 )</th>
<th>( [mJ/cm^2] )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of non-linearities for different exposure intensities. Second harmonic amplitudes were evaluated at exposure energies when \( n_1 = 3 \times 10^{-3} \).

6. Conclusion

The paper was devoted to the study of acrylamide-based recording material for optical holography. During the holographic exposure, the refractive index of the material changes and a volume phase grating is formed without an additional developing process. The formation process of a grating was described theoretically with the ID-theory. It was shown that the grow-curve obtained from both modelling and measurements could be used for characterization of the self-developing photopolymer recording materials. We measured samples of our laboratory prepared photopolymer with the real-time detection method at different exposure conditions and chemical compositions. Obtained grow-curves were compared and confronted also with the theoretical results. The measurements were performed on the acrylamide-based photopolymer, but the results are valid for other types of photopolymer recording materials. In our laboratory, the photopolymers produced by Polygrama were also tested with our experimental setup and the results were published by Lédl & Květůn (2008). Recently, we have used our results and experience for modification of the acrylamide-based material and prepared samples of the optimized photopolymer which has been successfully used as a recording medium for holographic interferometry and holographic memories (Květůn et al. (2010)).
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